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ABSTRACT: The process to produce an MR image includes nuclear alignment, RF exci-

tation, spatial encoding, and image formation. In simple terms, an magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) system consists of five major components: a magnet, gradient systems, an

RF coil system, a receiver, and a computer system. To form an image, it is necessary to

perform spatial localization of the MR signals, which is achieved using gradient coils. In

modern MRI, gradient coils able to generate high gradient strengths and slew rates are

required to produce high imaging speeds and improved image quality. MRI also requires

the use of gradient coils that generate magnetic fields, which vary linearly with position

over the imaging volume. Gradient coils for MRI must therefore have high current effi-

ciency (defined as the ratio of gradient generated to current drawn), short switching time

(i.e., low inductance), gradient linearity over a large volume, low power consumption, and

minimal interaction with any other equipment, which would otherwise result in eddy cur-

rents. Over the last two decades new methods of gradient coil design have been devel-

oped, and a combination of these methods can be a mixture of them trying to avoid

discomforts to patients that at the end is the center of all the technological efforts in the

art of MRI. � 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Concepts Magn Reson Part A 36A: 223–242, 2010.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1973, Lauterbur and Mansfield (1, 2) independ-

ently described the use of nuclear magnetic resonance

to form an image. For this work, they shared the No-

bel Prize for Medicine in 2003. This imaging modal-

ity was named NMR imaging, standing for nuclear

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); however, due to

the widespread concern over the word ‘‘nuclear,’’ the

acronym was soon changed to MRI. This imaging
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modality is a powerful tool because of its flexibility

and sensitivity to a broad range of tissue properties.

Its noninvasive nature makes it a widely used tech-

nique for the diagnosis of a variety of diseases. The

basic components of the magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) scanner include the main magnet, RF pulse

transmitter, RF receiver, gradient coils, data acquisi-

tion system, power supplies, and cooling systems. The

magnet produces a homogeneous static field along the

z direction, which aligns the nuclear spins of hydrogen

atoms in the patient and following an RF excitation

causes them to precess in perfect concert. The nuclei

emit maximum-strength electromagnetic waves imme-

diately after excitation, but over time, the precessing

spins get out of synch, often due to small differences

in local magnetic fields. The desynchronization of spin

precession causes the combined electromagnetic signal

to decay with time, a phenomenon called relaxation. A

slice is selected applying a gradient in a particular

direction (X, Y, or Z) during RF excitation. Magnetic

resonance signals are then spatially encoded by means

of the application of magnetic field gradients along

three different directions. Finally, the signals are

acquired and Fourier transformed to form a two-

dimensional or three-dimensional image.

II. THEORY

One of the most important concepts for obtaining an

image using MRI is the use of magnetic field gra-

dients. How did the gradient become a fundamental

part of MRI? In 1973, Mansfield (1) and Lauterbur

(2) (Nobel Prize for Medicine and Physiology 2003)

proposed the idea of using a ‘‘gradient’’ that spatially

encodes the positions of the nuclei of hydrogen

within a sample by causing a variation in Larmor fre-

quency as a function of their position. This article

describes in detail the characteristics of an ideal field

gradient coil and the different methods of designing

gradient coils for MRI applications. To understand

how a gradient coil works, it is important to under-

stand electromagnetic theory, as basic principles

and concepts will help in describing the function of a

gradient coil.

Maxwell’s Equations

Electromagnetic theory can be described using Max-

well’s (3) equations.

r � B ¼ 0 ðnomagnetic chargesÞ
r � D ¼ r ðGauss0s lawÞ

r � Eþ qB
qt

¼ 0 ðFaraday0s lawÞ

r �H ¼ Jþ qD
qt

ðAmpere0s lawÞ ½1a�

where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields,

and D and H have a correspondence with E, and B
through the polarization and the magnetization M of

the material medium by:

D ¼ e0Eþ P ¼ eE H ¼ 1

m0
B�M ¼ B

m
; ½1b�

where e0 and m0 are the permittivity and permeability

of the vacuum, and e and m are the permittivity and

permeability of the medium. The electric charge den-

sity is r and the electric current density is J.
A further useful equation is the continuity equa-

tion relating charge and current density,

qr
qt

þr � J ¼ 0: [2]

The Lorentz force equation describes the force

acting on a point charge, q, moving at velocity, v, in
the presence of electromagnetic fields.

F ¼ qðEþ v� BÞ: [3]

It is important to mention that in MRI, the static

field is by definition time independent, while the mag-

netic gradient field has mild time dependence usually

varying at audio frequencies. In general, magnetic

field gradients can therefore be described using quasi-

static methods.

The Biot-Savart Law

The Biot-Savart law (1820) allows calculation of the

magnetic field generated by the current that circulates

through the wires of a gradient coil. This is accom-

plished by dividing the wires into small elements Idl,
flowing in a line element dl at a distance r from the

point in question (3) (Fig. 1). The Biot-Savart law in

its differential form is then:

dB ¼ m0
4p

I
dl� r

rj j3 [4]

III. REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADIENTS

Three orthogonal gradient coils are required to gener-

ate a linear variation of the z-component of the mag-

netic field along the Cartesian axes x, y, and z:
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Gx ¼ qBz

qx
Gy ¼ qBz

qy
Gz ¼ qBz

qz
; [5]

where Gx and Gy are referred to as transverse gradients,

and Gz is the longitudinal gradient (see Fig. 2). Gra-

dients are produced by passing current, I, through wire

coils arranged on a cylindrical surface and gradient

strength is measured in T m�1 or G cm�1. The gradient

strengths used in medical imaging are usually less than

4 G cm�1¼ 0.04 T m�1. An ideal efficient gradient coil

system will produce a given gradient over a large vol-

ume for a minimum amount of stored magnetic energy,

thus allowing the magnetic field to be switched rapidly.

This is achieved only if the gradient coil has low induct-

ance, L. It is also important to keep the coil’s resistance,

R, as small as possible to reduce power dissipation.

Minimal interaction of the gradient coils field with other

conducting material is important as this reduces to a

minimum the generation of eddy currents (4–9).
Achievement of these characteristics generally requires

some compromise. For example, increasing the volume

over which the gradient is uniform increases the stored

magnetic energy and as a consequence, the inductance;

rapid gradient switching can also lead to the generation

of a large amount of acoustic noise and peripheral nerve

stimulation of the patient. The quality of a gradient coil

for use in medical imaging depends largely on its in-

ductance, efficiency, and gradient homogeneity.

The gradient homogeneity is related to the differ-

ence between the desired field B0(r) and the field

actually achieved over the volume of interest B(r),
and can be written as,

1

V

Z
dr

BðrÞ
B0ðrÞ � 1

� �2

[6]

where V is the volume of integration.

The size of the uniform region of a gradient coil is

defined as the diameter of spherical volume (DSV)

for consistency with the magnet formula reported by

Xu et al. (10). Specifically, the DSV for a gradient

coil is defined to be the diameter of the largest sphere

within which the gradient field error is not larger than

some given percent (e.g., 50%) of the gradient value

at the center of the sphere. This error is also called

‘‘differential linearity error’’ to make a clear distinc-

tion with the absolute field error, often used by man-

ufacturers in characterizing gradient linear region

sizes. The 50% DSV was used to define uniformity

region diameter consistently in this study. The choice

of the error function can have an important effect on

the resulting design and the appearance of an image.

For example, if the error is defined as the difference

between the actual and desired magnetic field, errors

are stressed in spatial position, which are propor-

tional to the field errors, rather than the local distor-

tion of an object, which is proportional to errors in

the gradient of the field. Using the error in the mag-

netic field strongly decreased the homogeneity

requirement on points near the central plane of the

coil, where the field is near zero. Another reason for

minimizing the error in the magnetic gradient field is

that diffusion sensitivity is determined by the square

of the gradient field. The field error could be meas-

ured, DBz, at any point r, using:

DBzðrÞ ¼
BzðrÞ � Bideal

z ðrÞ� �
max BMax�ideal

z ðrmaxÞ
�� ��� � � 100 [7]

Figure 1 The field at position P(r) due to a wire loop is

calculated using the Biot-Savart law.

Figure 2 Gz produces a variation of z-component of the

magnetic field along the z axis. Gy produces a variation of

z-component of the magnetic field along the y axis.
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where Bz (r) is the z-component of the magnetic field

at r that the coil generates when 1 amp is passed

through it; Bideal
z (r) is the ideal field and BMax

z -ideal
(rmax) is the maximum value of Bideal

z (r) inside the

region of uniformity.

The strength of the magnetic field gradient pro-

duced by a gradient coil is directly proportional to

the current which it carries, so that:

G ¼ ZI [8]

where Z is known as the gradient coil efficiency and is

usually defined as the field gradient strength at the ori-

gin per unit current (T m�1 A�1). A gradient coil with

a high efficiency will produce a large gradient per unit

current. The coil efficiency is mostly influenced by its

geometry: the smaller the radius, the more efficient the

coil is. Another measure of coil performance has been

suggested by Turner (4, 5): this figure of merit is

defined as the coil efficiency squared divided by the

product of the inductance and the fractional root-mean-

square departure from the required field variation in

the region of interest (ROI):

b ¼ Z2=L

1
V

R
dr BðrÞ

B0ðrÞ � 1
� 	2


 �1
2

: [9]

This figure is independent of the number of turns

of the coil; it depends only on the configuration and

radius of the coil. For the purpose of comparison, the

radius of a coil can be scaled to 1.0 m.

The inductance of a gradient coil is an important

factor for rapid gradient switching, as a large coil in-

ductance can reduce the switching speed. The resist-

ance must be kept small to limit the power consump-

tion, and another way to reduce the rise time is by

adjusting the voltage applied to the gradient coil at

the cost of using a more powerful gradient driver.

For a gradient coil, the rise time is a function of the

inductance (L) and resistance (R) of the coil, the

maximum I and the voltage V supplied by the gradi-

ent amplifiers (7):

t ¼ LI

V � RI
: [10]

Analysis of the slew rate is another way to evalu-

ate the performance of a gradient coil. Slew rate is

given by:

S ¼ Gmax

t
¼ ZðV � RIÞ

L
: [11]

The inductance plays an important role in limiting

the rise time (or the slew rate), so that most

approaches to gradient coil design use an inductance

minimization constraint as a way to improve per-

formance. In general, the inductance of a cylindrical

gradient coil at fixed efficiency is proportional to the

fifth power of the coil radius. For this reason, it is im-

portant to keep coils as small as possible. It is also

important to consider the magnetic energy, WS,

stored within the coil which is given by:

WS ¼ 1

2
LI2 [12]

this governs the speed with which the field can be

switched from one level to another. For a coil with n
turns on a cylinder of radius a, the magnetic energy

is related to the efficiency factor (8),

G2

WS

¼ 2G2

LI2
¼ 2Z2

L
/ a�5 [13]

and the power consumption is related to the resist-

ance by,

G2

Power:Consumption
¼ Z2

R
/ a�3 [14]

where it has been assumed that the coil resistance

scales as a�1. From Eqs. [13] and [14], it can be seen

that it is sensible to design gradient coils as small as

possible. The power dissipated by a coil of resist-

ance, R, carrying current, I, is I2R. Large power dissi-
pation leads to significant heating of the coil wires,

potentially leading to coil failure. Although small

coils are ideal in performance, the minimum coil size

is limited by two constraints: achieving adequate gra-

dient linearity over a volume of interest and allowing

straightforward access of the patient to the imaging

area. Inductance has become an important factor in

the design of gradient coils due to the use of

advanced applications of MRI such as functional

MRI, diffusion tractography, and perfusion (7, 11).
The gradient amplifiers in MRI drive the gradient

coils with currents in excess of several hundred

amperes to create the magnetic gradient field used

in the imaging process. The magnetic gradient fields

have to be modified at frequencies of up to a few kil-

ohertz for fast imaging, and for the typical inductan-

ces of the coils on the range of several hundred

microhertz to a millihertz, the voltages required are

in excess of 1,500 V. The image quality and resolu-

tion depend greatly on how precisely controlled are
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the applied fields. High performance systems require

high accuracies on the currents to prevent image arti-

facts. The high power and high current accuracy

required pose great challenges to the designer’s

selection of the power stage and the control. The

reported solutions always involve structures with

bridges in parallel or bridges stacked to be able to

meet the requirements with the current existing semi-

conductor devices. Earlier solutions used linear

amplifiers for their high fidelity but they became

impractical for the power levels required nowadays.

This led to hybrid solutions combining a linear

amplifier, to provide the bandwidth and accurate con-

trol, with switched power stages to boost the voltage

for the fast transitions. The linear amplifier stage

becomes totally impractical for the high current levels

of new systems. A solution proposed by Sabate et al.

(12) consists of replacing the linear amplifier by a fast

switching bridge (62.5 kHz) and two other bridges

switching at lower frequency (31.25 kHz) to provide

the higher voltage. The amplifier can be implemented

with lower voltage ratings fast insulated gate bipolar

transistor (IGBTs) on the high-frequency bridge and

higher voltage rating but slower IGBTs for the low-fre-

quency bridges. The interleaved operation of the three

bridges provides a high-frequency low-amplitude ripple.

Claustrophobia has been an important concern that

has been tackled by open MR systems. Another solu-

tion has been the development of shorter MRI

machines, which has required the rebuilding of the en-

gineering of the system. In particular the gradients are

an important issue. If the area over which the wires

are positioned is decreased, then the local power dissi-

pation, which is related to the minimum wire separa-

tion and the hot spots of the coil, is increased. Gradi-

ent coil temperature is an important concern in the

design and construction of MRI scanners (13–16).
To understand how acoustic noise is generated,

consider a conductor element, dl, carrying a current,

I, placed in a uniform magnetic field B ¼ Bk̂. This
will experience an Lorentz Force F per unit length

given by:

F ¼ �B� Idl ¼ BI dlj j sin y b̂; [15]

where y is the angle between the conductor and the mag-

netic field, and b̂ and k̂ are unit vectors which lie along

the force and the magnetic field directions, respec-

tively. F takes its maximum value when y ¼ 908, and
F ¼ 0 when y ¼ 08. Consider an element conductor dl
of mass m, which is fixed via an elastic support to an

immovable object, with spring constant, k. In real

experiments, damping also has to be considered, the

equation of motion for the system is given by:

FðtÞ ¼ m
d2x

dt2
þ Z

dx

dt
þ kx; [16]

where Z is the damping constant. The solution of Eq.

[16] indicates that the magnetic force of the conductor

will accelerate it into a forced vibrational mode with

displacement x. Mansfield et al. (17) proposed active

acoustic screening for quiet gradient coils, minimizing

the noise due to these displacements but reducing gradi-

ent strength. Wang and Mechefske (18, 19) proposed a
vibration analysis and testing of a thin-walled gradient

coil model, the technique could predict the whole-body

vibration modes of gradient coils in the low-frequency

range allowing a reduction of the gradient noise.

All these requirements are based around the

safety and comfort of the patient (20–24). The primary

biological effect at frequencies of between 100 and

5,000 Hz (typical of MRI magnetic field gradient

switching) is peripheral nerve stimulation, the result of

which can be a mild tingling and muscle twitching to a

sensation of pain. A typical modern clinical scanner is

able to generate 40 mT m�1 at a switching rate of up to

200 T m�1 s�1. Hence, the gradient can be switched

from zero to maximum in 200 ms. Even higher values

of gradient magnitude are usually desirable for diffu-

sion-weighted imaging. Glover (21) recently published

a review of the interaction of MRI fields gradient with

the human body where explains in detail the low

(audio) frequencies associated with the imaging gradi-

ent switching and the main response of PNS (Peripheral

Nerve Stimulation), concluding that it is required a bet-

ter understanding is required of how to relate nerve

level thresholds to scanner settings in order to avoid

PNS to either subjects or operators.

Applying rapidly switched magnetic field gra-

dients can produce peripheral nerve stimulation in

patients. This stimulation results from the electric

field induced in tissues when the flux linked by the

body changes. The heterogeneity of the body’s elec-

trical conductivity makes it difficult to produce a full

modeling of the process of stimulation, but it is gen-

erally the case that the larger the peak magnetic field

experienced by the body, the larger the induced elec-

tric field (see Fig. 3). The IRPA/INIRC Guideline on

MRI (25) warns that electric field strengths exceed-

ing 5 V m�1 may cause ventricular fibrillation, sug-

gesting that the thresholds for nerve and cardiac mus-

cle stimulation are very close to one another.

It is generally assumed in MRI that the magnitude

of the total magnetic field is equal to the z-compo-

nent of the field where in the presence of gradients

Gx, Gy, and Gz

Bz ¼ B0 þ xGx þ yGy þ zGz: [17]
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However, as a consequence of Maxwell’s equa-

tions, the two transverse components, Bx and By,

called ‘‘concomitant fields’’ or ‘‘Maxwell fields,’’ are

always generated at the same time when a gradient in

Bz is generated. The magnitude of the total magnetic

field is

B ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2
x þ B2

y þ B2
z

q
: [18]

The value of the total magnetic field obtained

inside the patient volume, when driving a given gra-

dient coil axis (x, y, or z) dictates the potential for

that gradient axis to induce peripheral nerve stimula-

tion. The difference between the actual and the

assumed magnetic field thus is

DBA ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2
x þ B2

y þ B2
z

q
� Bz: [19]

The concomitant field components Bx and By can

be computed from Maxwell’s equations ! � B ¼ 0

and ! � B ¼ 0. When a gradient Gx is applied, a

concomitant field component Bx is generated, which

is given by

Bx ¼ zGx: [20]

When a gradient Gy is applied, a concomitant field

component By is generated, which is given by

By ¼ zGy: [21]

Finally, when a gradient Gz is applied, two con-

comitant field components Bx and By are generated

and are given by

Bx ¼ �x

2
Gz By ¼ �y

2
Gz: [22]

This behavior means that for all three types of gra-

dient, one component of the field varies linearly with

axial position. As the height of the human body is

considerably greater than its breadth or width, it is

generally the axially varying component of the field

that produces the largest field magnitude in the body.

In designing a gradient coil to allow higher rates of

change of gradient with time, dG/dt to be produced at

PNS threshold, it is therefore common practice to

reduce the axial extent of the coil’s region of linearity

(26–28). For axial gradient coils, this works by limit-

ing the peak magnitude of Bz in the body, while in the

case of x- or y-gradient coils, it is the peak magnitude

of the concomitant field that is limited. This approach

however has the disadvantage of reducing the extent

of the region over which imaging can be carried out.

Zhang et al. (29) conducted peripheral nerve stim-

ulation experiments on human volunteers using four

gradient coils of different DSV sizes. They found that

the average peripheral nerve stimulation threshold

increased as the diameter of the applied homogeneous

gradient spherical volume (DSV) decreased; PNS pa-

rameters as minimum slew rate and DGmin varied

inverse linearly with DSV; and, more surprisingly,

chronaxie varied inverse linearly with the DSV.

Zhang concludes that ‘‘chronaxie’’ cannot be consid-

ered to be a single value, nerve-specific constant. This

work should help to design gradient coils considering

both the DSV and the possible stimulation thresholds.

Hoffman and coworkers (30) found a dependency

of stimulation threshold on patient positioning and

PNS. According to their studies, a generalization of

the absolute stimulation thresholds is difficult

because the gradient systems of different manufac-

turers differ (e.g., the region of maximum gradient

flux density). Therefore, stimulation thresholds

should be adapted to the respective gradient system.

Limiting the region of linearity using a modular

gradient coil concept has been described by Harvey

and Katznelson (26) as a method of avoiding periph-

eral nerve stimulation.

The study of electric fields induced in the human

body by time-varying magnetic field gradients in

MRI have been constantly studied for creation of

new techniques where PNS could be avoided. Benc-

sik et al. (31) propose the study of the variation of

electric and magnetic field using MAFIA and a three-

dimensional HUGO body model, to make predictions

according to the variation of the rate of change of

gradient in the three gradients x, y, and z, and they

have shown that the induced electric field is strongly

correlated to the local value of resistivity.

For now, FDA (Food and Drug Administration)

has limited perfectly the safe limits to avoid PNS in

patients. More studies of PNS are required to under-

stand the process between PNS not just in cylindrical

coils but in planar and the new geometries that are

now investigated (32).

Figure 3 Time varying gradient causes flux linked by

body changes with time.
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IV. METHODS FOR GRADIENT
COIL DESIGN

Gradient coils can be made of discrete wires or dis-

tributed wires arranged on a cylindrical surface. Coils

of both forms are described in this section.

Coils With Discrete Windings

The discrete-wire coils are made of hoops and sad-

dles positioned strategically so as to produce a mag-

netic field gradient. The magnetic field due to a wire

arrangement can be described using a set of complete

orthogonal functions (spherical harmonics). In

designing a discrete-wire gradient coil, the saddle or

hoop positions are chosen to eliminate unwanted

high-order harmonics leaving the low-order harmonic

corresponding to the desired field gradient (33–35).
The Maxwell coil pair consists of two circular

hoops of radius, a, carrying currents circulating in

opposite directions, spaced by a distance of
ffiffiffi
3

p
of

the hoop radius, a. This spacing eliminates the

unwanted spherical harmonic terms, which produce

fields varying as z3 and zr2 (in cylindrical coordi-

nates) The field gradient from the Maxwell coil is

uniform to 5% within a sphere of radius 0.5 a at the

center of the gradient coil, and the efficiency is (5) Z
¼ 8.058 �7 / a2T m�1 A�1. The gradient uniformity

rapidly worsens at spherical radii greater than 0.5 �
a (see Fig. 4).

Figure 5 shows a Golay coil, which generates a y-
gradient. It consists of eight straight wires running

parallel to the z axis, with four inner arcs and four

outer arcs that provide return paths. As current flow

in the wires running parallel to the z axis does not

produce a z-component of the magnetic field, these

wires do not affect the field gradient. The position of

the arcs and the angle that they subtend are chosen so

as to eliminate unwanted spherical harmonics in the

field expansion.

The Golay coil’s homogeneity can be improved

by using more arcs with different arc lengths placed

at different positions so as to eliminate higher order

terms in the field expansion (34). Some examples of

such coils are given in papers by Frenkiel et al. (36),
Suits (37), and Siebold (38). An x-gradient coil is

generated by a rotation of the entire set of four saddle

units by 908 about the z axis.

Coils With Distributed Windings

The existence of high-order azimuthal or tesseral har-

monics, which arise from the small number of wire

positions involved and the filamentary nature of the

currents are one problem of gradient coils with dis-

crete wire paths (Fig. 6). Such coils also tend to have

poor values of Z2/L. The idea of using a continuous

current distribution on the surface of a cylinder is to

obtain considerably larger usable volumes (13). Dif-
ferent methods have been developed for finding opti-

mal positions for the multiple windings: matrix

inversion techniques, ‘‘stream function’’ methods, the

target field approach developed by Turner (8), the
harmonic minimization approach introduced by Carl-

son et al. (9), wave equation technique for compact

gradient coils (39), momentum-weighted conjugate

gradient descent (MW-CGD) algorithm that uses a

type of nonlinear constrained optimization (40),
simulated annealing (SA), which is a stochastic opti-

mization strategy (41–43).

Matrix Inversion Methods. These methods are

related to finite element methods. They allow the use

of any shape of coil former but require long computa-

tion times. The idea of these methods is to give a very

uniform magnetic field over a matrix, which describes

the magnetic field at N different locations. If N such

points are well chosen, the matrix may be invertible,

giving a set of currents at N positions on the coil for-

mer, which may then be approximated by piling up

appropriate numbers of turns at these positions. Hoult

(44) suggested in 1977 that a solenoid could be opti-

Figure 4 A Maxwell coil.

Figure 5 A Golay coil.
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mized to give a very uniform field using this approach.

In practice, a coil designed using this method requires

large variations in current from one turn to the next.

More improvements were made by Compton (45)
who developed a distributed-arc coil design giving

gradients departing from the desired characteristics by

a predetermined error. Schweikert et al. (46) calcu-
lated optimized currents at specific surface elements,

and Wong et al. (47) proposed an approach in which

the current and the number of turns are kept fixed,

while the current element position is allowed to vary.

A benefit of this type of coil design method is that

there is no stage of approximation between a calcu-

lated continuous current density and the practical real-

ization of discrete current carrying wires. However,

the field from an array of wires approximating a cur-

rent sheet converges very rapidly to that of the current

sheet as the number of wires increases: as few as 20

turns may be required (5, 7, 8).

‘‘Stream Function’’ Methods. The stream function

I(z, f) on a cylinder is that function which, if differ-

entiated with respect to z or f, gives the current den-
sity in the azimuthal or axial direction, respectively.

The wires of a coil which approximate the current

distribution are located at equally spaced contours of

the stream function.

Target Field Method. In the target field method,

Ampere’s law is inverted to calculate the currents

required directly from the specification of the desired

field variation. The target field method has been the

most popular gradient coil design method due to

their computational ease in determining a suitable

wire pattern (Fig. 7). Turner (4–6, 8) prescribes a

desired (or target) magnetic field over the cylindrical

surface inside the cylindrical gradient coil. A current

distribution is calculated over the surface of the gra-

dient coil to achieve the targeted magnetic field. Also

in the theoretical development the inductance in

terms of the current distribution is minimized subject

to the magnetic flux density and to a desired field

distribution in the region of interest (ROI).

Harmonic Minimization Approach

Although the target field and minimum inductance

approach can be simply modified for use with screened

coils, a different method, based on the work of Carlson

et al. (9), was used for designing screened coils in the

work of this review. This method is better suited to

designing coils of constrained length than the mini-

mum inductance method (4). There are other methods

that consider the low inductance for a gradient system

of restricted length [Chronik and Rutt (48) and

Andrew and Szcesniak (16)]. Next subsection presents
an example of the mathematical machine for a z-gradi-
ent coil, a similar development can be reproduced for

x- or y-gradient coil design that could be an exercise

for students.

z-Gradient Coil. Consider that the current distribu-

tion on the inner cylinder is limited to the region |z|
, l. Considering a z-gradient coil, the inner coil cur-

rent distribution is defined as a weighted harmonic

series (4, 8, 9, 49),

jj ¼ PN
n¼1

ln
2l

sin
pnz
l

� 	
zj j < l

jj ¼ 0 zj j > l

[23]

Fourier transformation of Eq. [23] yields,

j0jðkÞ ¼
XN
n¼1

iln sinc kl� npð Þ � sinc klþ npð Þ½ � [24]

where sinc(x) ¼ sin(x)/x. Defining w ¼ ka, Eq. [24]
becomes,

Figure 6 Illustration of the y-gradient coil windings.

Figure 7 Current distribution, J(j,z) on cylinder of ra-

dius, a.
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j0jðwÞ ¼
XN
n¼1

iln sinc
wl
a
� np

� �
� sinc

wl
a
þ np

� �
 �

[25]

and the magnetic field in the region r , a depends

on j0f wð Þ ¼ i
PN

n¼1 lnjnðwÞ and can be written as

Bzðr;j; zÞ ¼ m0
2pa

Z1

�1
wdwj0jðwÞeðiw

z
aÞI0ðwr

aÞK1ðwÞ ½26�

where

jnðwÞ ¼ sinc
wl
a
� np

� �
� sinc

wl
a
þ np

� �
 �
: [27]

The magnetic field can be written as

Bzðr;j; zÞ ¼
XN
n¼1

lnbn [28]

bn has the form

bn ¼ m0i
2pa

Z1

�1
dw eiw

z
awjnðwÞK1ðwÞI0ðwr

aÞ [29]

while the inductance is given by:

L ¼ m0a
2

I2

Z1

�1
dk j0jðwÞ
��� ���2I1ðwÞK1ðwÞ [30]

This equation can be used to evaluate the perform-

ance of a coil design. To design a coil, a functional

made up of the sum of the squares of the field devia-

tion from the desired field variation, Bz ¼ gz, over a
set of Np points, added to the inductance weighted by

a factor, a, is minimized:

U ¼
XN
q¼1

gzq � BzðrqÞ
� �2þaL: [31]

Minimization requires that

dU

dlp
¼

XN
q¼1

2 gzq � BzðrqÞ
� � dBzðrqÞ

dlp
þ a

dL

dlp
¼ 0 ½32�

which can be evaluated using

dBzðrqÞ
dlp

¼ bqðrqÞ [33]

dL

dlp
¼ 2m0a

I2

Z1

�1
dw

XN
n¼1

lnjpðwÞjnðwÞI1ðwÞK1ðwÞ: ½34�

This yields N simultaneous equations involving

the N coefficients of the form

an ¼ c11l1 þ c12l2 þ :::þ cN1lN [35]

which can be written in matrix form

a ¼ C � l [36]

ap ¼ 2g
XQ
n¼1

zqbpðrqÞ [37]

with matrix elements:

cpm ¼
XQ
q¼1

2bpðrqÞbmðrqÞ

þ a
2m0a
I2

Z1

�1
dwjmðwÞjpðwÞI1ðwÞK1ðwÞ: [38]

This set of equations can be solved by Gaussian

elimination to yield the optimal coefficients, ln.
Having solved Eq. [36] to find the optimal l’s, the

current distribution is then given by Eq. [36]. The az-

imuthal symmetry of the current distribution means

that the coil will be composed of an array of a wire

loops. The loop positions, zn, which best represent

this distribution are given by

In ¼
Zzn
0

jjdz
0 ¼ ð2n� 1Þ

2N

Z1

0

jjdz
0: [39]

It has been mentioned that Z2/L should be as large as

possible whilst keeping the gradient homogenous. To

find the efficiency, the value of Eq. [51] must be

evaluated at the origin

dBz

dz
¼ im0

2pa2

Z1

�1
w2dwj0jðwÞeðiw

z
aÞI0ðwr

aÞK1ðwÞ: [40]

Evaluating at the origin, I0ðwr
aÞ ! 1 as r ? 0 and

eiw
z
a ! 1 as z ? 0 only cos w z

a

� �
contributes because

w2j0jðwÞI0ðwr
aÞK1ðwÞ is symmetric. The efficiency is

given by:

Z ¼ m0
2pa2I

Z1

�1
dww2j0jðwÞK1ðwÞ [41]
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and

Z2

L
¼ m0

4p2a5

R1
�1 dww2j0jðwÞK1ðwÞ

h i2
R1
�1 dk j0jðwÞ

��� ���2I1ðwÞK1ðwÞ
: [42]

Constrained Current Minimum Inductance
Target Field Method

Chronik’s paper developed the idea of the con-

strained current minimum inductance target field

method (CCMI), proposed by Turner (5, 48, 50–52).
These constraints allow a longer region of uniformity

for a shorter gradient coil. The first constraint is

related to the z-component of the magnetic field. The

second current constraint is the closure constraint

that prevents any current density from crossing the

boundaries of a specified area on the surface of the

cylindrical former. The third current constraint forces

the current density to remain constrained within

some region of the coil surface using the values of

the azimuthal current density over a set of coordi-

nates. Once the constraints have been identified, the

functional to be minimized takes the form

U jmfðkÞ
� 	

¼ L jmfðkÞ
� 	

þ
XN
n¼1

ln Bz � Bzn½ �

þ
XP
n¼1

lp Jf � Jfp
� �þlq �f � �q

� � ½43�

where jmfðkÞ¼
PN

n¼1lna
m
n ðkÞþ

PP
p¼1lpa

m
p ðkÞþlqcmq ðkÞ.

Figure 8 shows wire patterns for shielded gradient

coils with aspect ratio ¼1 that achieved z-ROU
(Region of Uniformity) ¼ 45% (a) primary coil by

CCMI (b) screen coil by CCMI.

Boundary Element Method

Unconventional coil structures have been explored

with the help of advanced numerical algorithms such

as the boundary element method (BEM) (53–56),
during the numerical implementation, the relation-

ship of the targeted fields over the DSV and shield-

ing, and the current’s source is first determined by

applying BEM representation of Biot-Savart’s inte-

gral equation, then an inverse solution is sought for

the current density distribution. Pissanetzky (57) pro-
posed the inverse boundary element method (IBEM)

and applied the method for design gradient coils on

an arbitrary surface minimizing the stored energy

and inductance. Lemdiasov and Ludwig, who

included a torque minimization, demonstrated a ma-

trix inversion algorithm to obtain the solutions. Most

significant is the work of Peeren (58) who used

power dissipation and stored energy and who also

demonstrated how to impose active magnetic screen-

ing by minimizing the magnetic field of the eddy cur-

rents rather than minimizing the flux that escapes

onto the cryostat.

Recently, Poole and Bowtell (54) added to this

idea the minimization of power dissipation in terms

of a current distribution. The functional F contains

the addition of the weighted power loss term, bP,
and removal of the field offset term, Boff

z .

Figure 8 Wire patterns for shielded gradient coils with aspect ratio ¼1 that achieved z-ROU ¼
45% (a) primary coil by CCMI (b) screen coil by CCMI.
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F ¼ 1

2

XK
k¼1

WðrkÞ BzðrkÞ � Bt
zðrkÞ

� �2þa

2
L

þbP� lxMx � lyMy � lzMz ½44�

To impose active magnetic screening in the

Peeren contribution, an extra term can be added to

this equation that is the sum of squares of the eddy-

current-induced magnetic field. Proposing another

functional (Eq. [44]), the minimization of the differ-

ence between the target field and actual field, the

stored energy, the power loss and the imposed torque

balancing. The interesting contribution is that the

mesh elements allow mapping in 3D space and take

care of the minimum wire spacing to ensure feasible

coils. Adding an extra term can be used to lower the

maximum current density magnitude. Poole et al.

(54, 55, 59) present different coils designs for head

imaging, ultra short gradient coils, shoulder-slotted

gradient coils, and shielded head gradient coils (Fig.

9). In general, it can be noticed that increasing the

number of elements gives a better approximation of

the continuous current density, but this comes at the

cost of increased computation time. The main

advantage of these methods is that the coil space can

be arbitrary thus allowing greater flexibility than the

conventional methods. The BEM has also been com-

bined with the equivalent magnetization current

method to design the gradient coils (15). However,
two main drawbacks have been identified in these

sorts of numerical algorithms, although this is an ill-

posed problem in mathematics, Shou et al. (60) pro-
posed a solution that this is discussed on the next

section.

Regularization of Ill-Posed Problems

Ill-posed problems are frequently encountered in sci-

ence and engineering. The term itself has its origins

in the early 20th century. It was introduced by Hada-

mard who investigated problems in mathematical

physics. According to his beliefs, ill-posed problems

did not model real-world problems but later it

appeared how wrong he was. Hadamard defined a

linear problem to be well posed if it satisfies the fol-

lowing three requirements: a) existence, b) unique-

ness, and c) stability. A problem is said to be ill

posed if one or more of these requirements are not

satisfied (61–63). In the case of designing gradient

coils, it has been found that the target field causes the

system to be ill posed; quite different current den-

sities may generate almost identical magnetic fields.

The system of equations used to design gradient coils

forms an ill-posed inverse problem in which the

number of solutions is infinite. Some solutions have

been proposed to convert this problem into one that

is well-posed. The most common of these is Tikho-

nov regularization (62, 63), which additionally mini-

mizes the least-squares norm of the solutions. Poole

(54) converts into a well-posed problem using BEM

with minimizing the power dissipation. BEM and Fi-

nite Element Method (FEM) methods are ill-posed

problems and severally questioned because the solu-

tion cannot be found directly. Inductance and torque

are introduced to constrain the optimal solution

space. In general, this is computationally expensive

and sometimes no numerical solution can be found.

Another problem of the BEM- or FEM-based meth-

ods is that the direct numerical assumptions used lead

Figure 9 Shielded head gradient coil using the inverse boundary element method.
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to unrealizable coils in engineering, e.g., sometimes

it will introduce dense wires into the design, which

would generate severe heating problems. Shou et al.

(60) attempt to improve the BEM method for MRI

coil designs by applying the Tikhonov regularization

scheme to solve the ill-posed matrix system formu-

lated by the BEM forward model to build biplanar

transverse gradient coils. Shou et al. (60) transformed

practical engineering constraints into the numerical

boundary conditions and then applied it into the

BEM formulation.

Peripheral Nerve Stimulation and
Gradient Coil Design

Peripheral nerve stimulation limits the use of whole-

body gradient systems capable of slew rates .80 T

m�1 s�1 and gradient strengths .25 mT m�1. The

stimulation threshold depends mainly on the ampli-

tude of the induced electric field in the patient’s body,

and thus can be influenced by changing the total mag-

netic flux of the gradient coil (21, 23, 64). Kimmlin-

gen et al. built a system that consists of a modular

six-channel gradient coil designed with a modified

target field method, two three-channel amplifiers, and

a six-channel gradient controller. It is demonstrated

that two coils on one gradient axis can be driven by

two amplifiers in parallel, without significant changes

in image quality (27). Allowing continuous variation

of the field characteristics to permit the use of full

gradient performance without stimulation (slew rate

190–210 T m�1 s�1, Gmax 32–40 mT m�1).

Promising structures as the multilayer gradient

coils (65) could be a solution to reduce PNS in the

human head, with a minimum net torque. This seems

possible once this is an asymmetric gradient coil

where negative turns are generated at the coil en-

trance.

The model of using an efficient multiple field of

view gradient coil set prevents PNS using three differ-

ent field-of-views (FOVs) according to the necessities:

body, cardiac, and brain mode. The gradient coil set

uses the full power of a single gradient power supply

in all three operating modes (66). Goodrich and co-

workers (67) built and tested of a two-region gradient

coil insert as a proof of concept for an extended FOV,

contiguous, three-region human-sized gradient system.

When combined with an overlapping single-region

gradient insert, extended FOV imaging will be possi-

ble without moving the table or the subject and with-

out increasing nerve stimulation. This system requires

an RF system for each view, so, it becomes more chal-

lenging to adapt new hardware for this novel idea.

Torque

Nontorque balance of a transverse gradient coil

occurs when axial symmetry is removed, i.e., it will

experience a net torque when carrying a current in

the presence of a large static magnetic field. It is

therefore necessary to take special steps in the design

process to ensure that the wire paths are arranged so

as to yield zero torque and force (68). Alsop and

Connick (69) present an optimization of torque-bal-

anced asymmetric head gradient coils (70), compar-

ing gradient coils of various lengths both with and

without torque constraints; concluding that asymmet-

ric torque-balanced coils can achieve comparable ho-

mogeneity with only a modest increase in inductance

and resistance. New geometric designs require spe-

cial care to be taken on this issue. Liu and Petropou-

los (71) described the design of spherical z-gradient
coil using minimum inductance approach. Green

et al. (72) took the hemispherical gradient coil idea

and adds a term where consider the total torque

formed from a stream function (77). When this is not

considered, the net torque makes its operation at high

currents and fields problematic, although this inclu-

sion of torque-balancing produces a considerable

reduction of the performance of the transverse hemi-

spherical coils, as is also the case for asymmetric, cy-

lindrical coils. Other example is the case of asym-

metric head gradient coil, where a reduction of up to

80% in net torque only decreases the figure of merit

by 5% from its maximum value. Torque reductions

larger than 80% can produce solutions with poor coil

performance (65).

V. SHIELDED GRADIENT COILS

The interaction of the rapidly switched gradient fields

with other conducting structures in the MRI system

is the main cause of eddy currents (Fig. 10). These

eddy currents generate magnetic fields, which cause

problems in imaging (6, 9, 50, 73–83). One solution

was proposed by Martens et al. (84) and Van Vaals

et al. (85). The idea is to adjust the current waveform

applied to the gradient coils so as to produce a field

variation which when combined with the eddy cur-

rent–induced fields produces the desired field varia-

tion with time. Morich et al. proposed doing this by

extracting the properties (amplitudes and decay time

constants) of intrinsic eddy current–induced magnetic

fields generated in the MRI system when pulsed field

gradients are applied. This approach is known as pre-

emphasis.
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A better approach is to use screening to eliminate

the interaction that causes eddy currents to be gener-

ated in the first place. Turner and Bowley (6) pro-

posed the use of passive shielding to eliminate eddy

currents; the idea is to place a shield between the

gradient coils and the surrounding conducting struc-

tures, thus canceling the gradient magnetic field out-

side the shield. The thickness of the shield must be

greater than the skin depth at gradient-switching fre-

quencies. In this case, the time dependence of the

field produced by the eddy currents in the shield

may not however be the same as that of the gradient

coil current. A better way to avoid eddy currents is

therefore to design gradient coils that do not produce

a magnetic field outside the coils. Such coils must

consist of at least two coil windings on cylinders of

different radii. This technique is referred to as active

shielding or self-shielding [Mansfield (73–75, 86);
Roemer and Hickey (76); and Bowtell and Mansfield

(77)]. The technique is described in detail below,

taking advantage that the target field has already

been described for gradient coil design. This

approach may be used to design actively screened

gradient coils. In a screened cylindrical coil, a sec-

ond coil cylinder surrounding the first is introduced.

The wires in this second screening coil are posi-

tioned so as to cancel the field from the inner coil in

the region outside the screen. There will be a

decrease in coil efficiency for a given inductance,

but the inductive coupling with surrounding conduc-

tive structures is eliminated (Fig. 8).

It is important to mention that the price paid for

magnetic screening is therefore reduced coil effi-

ciency at fixed inductance (78). Connecting the

screen and primary coils in series guarantees the tem-

poral variation of current in the two coils is identical

so that screening takes place at all times whilst a gra-

dient waveform is being played out.

VI. APODISATION

Minimizing the coil inductance can cause the current

distribution to become oscillatory, which makes fab-

rication of the coil problematic. This behavior

becomes more severe as the coil length is shortened.

The most rapidly varying current components can be

removed by apodisation (5). This involves multiply-

ing jf(k) by a Gaussian function, e�2k2h2, where h is

the apodisation length, which offers an additional

degree of freedom for customizing a coil for particu-

lar experimental requirements. The effect of apodisa-

tion lengths of about one-tenth of the coil radius is to

smooth out the field variation, reducing the induct-

ance slightly, and removing the undesirable current

density oscillations.

VII. PLANAR GRADIENT COILS

An interesting geometry in the design of gradient

coils is the planar design. Planar gradient coils pro-

vide an interest to researchers due to their ability to

be separated and also because the DSV contained

between the plates is more accessible (87–96). The
DSV is the region in which a quality image can be

obtained and it should be as large as possible for a

given plate size. The techniques that are used to build

this kind of gradient coil can be the target field

method, the minimum inductance, wave equation,

and minimum power techniques. Vegh et al. (93, 94)
proposed the use of the wire path correction with

optimized variables allowing high magnetic gradient

field strengths and large imaging regions can be

obtained for planar gradient coils (Fig. 11). Forbes

et al. proposed the use of a target field method to

design circular biplanar coils for asymmetric shim

and gradient fields, noticing that a closer agreement

between the computed and target field comes at the

cost of more elaborate winding patterns with more

regions in which the current is reversed. This is likely

to be the limiting factor on how accurately the target

field can be reproduced, in terms of practical manu-

facture of the coils of any geometry (97). Liu et al.

(98–100) used a variation of the target-Carlson

method to build biplanar gradient coils, aware that

this is an ill-posed problem, depending on the choice

of the target-field points. Their numerical simulations

showed that if the target-field points are set in the

first octant, the problem is not ill posed. Therefore, it

is possible to get desired solutions easily using ma-

trix software instead of the standard Tikhonov regu-

larization method.

Figure 10 Geometry of a screened gradient coil: inner

coil cylinder (radius a) with screen (radius b). Add second

coil [j(j, z)] on external cylinder of radius, b (b . a).
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Vegh et al. (39) proposed a wave equation method

for the design of gradient coils which is novel within

the field. The proposed wave equation technique for

gradient coil design has been compared with the

state-of-the-art target field method. It was shown that

using the proposed method of design, smaller gradi-

ent coils can be obtained with comparable specifica-

tions. The new design methodology allows the design

of gradient coils for special purpose imaging that

may require larger gradient field strengths and it

takes 12 h to optimize a coil.

VIII. GRADIENT COILS DESIGN
MOTIVATED BY NEW COMBINED
TECHNIQUES

New combined techniques such as spect-mri, ultra-

sound-mri, positron emission tomography-magnetic

resonance imaging (PET-MRI) present a challenge to

develop compatible hardware between these techni-

ques without affecting the performance of each tech-

nique. Plewes et al. (101) present a work of imaging

ultrasound fields, based on the use of a single gradient

axis that allowed motion detection in one direction

and also (by aligning the gradient with the US propa-

gation direction) allowed clear visualization of the

field properties. However, extension to the use of mul-

tiple gradients, while more complex, is clearly possi-

ble and would provide the full vector field of motion.

PET–MRI technique has demonstrated to be a

powerful tool of diagnostic, combining the excellent

spatial resolution provided by MRI and on the other

hand the small changes in metabolite concentrations

detected by PET. Pichlet et al. (102) in their review

discuss the many technical challenges, including

possible interference between these modalities,

which have to be solved when combining PET and

MRI and various approaches have been adapted to

resolve these issues. Pichlet presents an overview of

current working prototypes of combined PET/MRI

scanners from different groups. In addition, besides

PET/MR images of mice, the first such images of a

rat PET/MR, acquired with the first commercial

clinical PET/MRI scanner, are presented on his

work. The combination of PET and MR is a promis-

ing tool in preclinical research and will certainly

progress to clinical application. MRI and PET scien-

tists have made a big effort to make this possible.

One problem to solve is that multiplier tubes used in

PET are sensitive to magnetic fields. Pichler et al.

(103) proposed to build a PET detector to fit inside

the standard gradient set.

Poole et al. (104) designed a novel set of gradient

and shim coils specially designed for split MRI scan-

ner to include an 110-mm gap from which wires are

excluded so as not to interfere with positron detec-

tion. An IBEM was necessarily used to design the

three orthogonal, shielded gradient coils, and

shielded Z0 shim coil. The coils have been con-

structed and tested in the hybrid positron emission to-

mography-MRI system and successfully used in si-

multaneous positron emission tomography-MRI

experiments.

Figure 11 Design proposed by Vegh et al. (a) Planar gradient coil design and associated DSV

(black sphere) and (b) example of overlapping windings of x, y, and z gradient coils.
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IX. OTHER GEOMETRIES AND
NECESSITIES

New geometries are continually being investigated,

through the innovation of new methods or by opti-

mizing the existing ones (105, 106). Computers have

evolved, with a considerable calculation time

decrease, allowing the optimization of old methods

that appeared to be obsolete. This search is a conse-

quence of the new advances in MRI such as func-

tional MRI [echo planar imaging (EPI)] (11, 71), dif-
fusion, perfusion, cellular imaging, and short clinical

systems (19) and of the need for solutions to

unsolved problems such as claustrophobia, NMR mi-

croscopy (95), and PNS (106). There are some prom-

ising results with new geometries Poole et al. (54).
Open MRI systems usually use vertical-field magnets

because interventional studies can be performed

more conveniently with them. The use of convex-sur-

face gradient coils for a vertical-field open MRI sys-

tem has been proposed to obtain stronger gradient

field strength with a smaller coil inductance while

maintaining enough space for interventional opera-

tions. The convex-surface gradient coils are designed

using the finite element method where the convex

surfaces are defined at the prolate spheroidal coordi-

nate (107). Noisy gradients require new measures to

reduce the noise. Forbes used an analytical approach

to the design of quiet cylindrical asymmetric gradient

coils, for computing the deflection of a cylindrical

gradient coil because of Lorentz forces, and for

incorporating this into an optimization strategy for

coil design. However, there is a trade-off between

acoustic noise reduction and the accurate matching

of the target field, so that a practical limit exists to

the amount by which noise can be reduced within

conventional coil geometry.

Lemdiasov et al. (53) propose a variation of the

stream function approach; this method involves dis-

cretizing the surface into triangular elements, and

then using a current flow formulation, which involves

a constraint cost function including the desired field

in a particular ROI in space and the stored energy.

Tomasi (108) shows that for the cylindrical geome-

try, the fast SA method can be used to optimize the

stream function used to design short gradient coils,

using an optimum stream function with an emphasis

near the coil end to give a coil-end correction. This

approach has the advantage that the optimum stream

function can be used to develop gradient coils with

different numbers of wires, with different efficiencies

and inductances but similar homogeneous gradient

volumes. The results were compared with those

corresponding to target field (TF) designs, and show

that for short coils, the FSA designs exhibit larger

homogeneus gradient volume (HGV) and lower coil

inductance than those resulting from the TF method,

while demonstrating similar efficiency. Rostilav et al.

present a theoretical formulation that involves a con-

straint cost function between the desired field in a par-

ticular ROI in space and an almost arbitrarily defined

surface that carries the current configuration based on

Biot-Savart’s integral equation. The theoretical model

is formulated in a form that makes it applicable to a

wide variety of shapes and geometries design (92).
Haywood presents a model three-axis gradient coil

incorporating active acoustic control, which is

applied to the switched read gradient during a single-

shot rapid EPI sequence at a field strength of 3.0 T.

This has been used to produce a snap shot image

using EPI with an imaging time of 10.6 ms. The

acoustic noise reduction measured over the specimen

area is �40 dBA as presented or �34 dBA if the

acoustic control winding is not activated.

Wang and Mechefske (18, 19) presented a com-

plete study looking at the cylinder reference surface,

the cylinder thickness, the cylinder supports, and the

cylinder materials. In the low-frequency range, the

cylinder reference surface is the most significant fac-

tor. The magnitude of forcing functions are not only

determined by the current and the magnetic strength

but also affected by the coil spatial distribution.

Ruset et al. (109) present an open MR system for

lung imaging at low fields, with a very particular

specifications: planar gradient coils that generate gra-

dient fields up to 0.18 G cm�1 in the x and y direction
and 0.41 G cm�1 in the z direction. Gradient line fil-

tering was a special challenge given the proximity of

the desired bandpass frequencies (1–2 kHz) and those

to be filtered (50–200 kHz). The slew rate of the

readout gradient amplifier was slower than the others

because the attached z-gradient coil possessed a

greater inductance than the others, causing the shapes

of each pulse to be slightly distorted on rise and fall.

In standard cylindrical gradient coils consisting of

a single layer of wires, a limiting factor in achieving

very large magnetic field gradients is the rapid

increase in coil resistance with efficiency. A good

level of screening can be achieved in multilayer

coils (81, 110), and small versions of such coils

can yield higher efficiencies at fixed resistance than

conventional two-layer (primary and screen) coils,

and that performance improves as the number of

layers increases. Simulations showed by Legget

et al. (81) showed that by optimizing multilayer coils

for cooling it is possible to achieve significantly

higher gradient strengths at a fixed maximum operat-

ing temperature.
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MRI gradient coil design is a type of nonlinear

constrained optimization. A practical problem in

transverse gradient coil design using the CGD

method is that wire elements move at different rates

along orthogonal directions. A MW-CGD method is

used to overcome this problem. Jesmanowicz et al.

take advantage of the efficiency of the CGD method

combined with momentum weighting, which is also

an intrinsic property of the Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm, to adjust step sizes along the three orthog-

onal directions. Experimental data demonstrate that

this method can improve efficiency by 40% and field

uniformity by 27%. This method has also been

applied to the design of a gradient coil for the human

brain, using remote current return paths. The benefits

of this design include improved gradient field uni-

formity and efficiency, with a shorter length than gra-

dient coil designs using coaxial return paths (40, 47).
Elliptical cross section asymmetric transverse gra-

dient coils has been proposed by Crozier, the method

is based on a flexible stochastic optimization method

and results in designs of high linearity and efficiency

with low switching times. The advantages of the

modified SA are the simple mathematics used and

that the calculations are performed on actual wire or

sheet positions rather than current densities, allowing

a realistic impression of the performance of the

designs (111).
Forbes et al. (112) present a simplified, linearized

model for the deflection of the coil due to electro-

magnetic forces, which is amenable to solution using

analytical methods. Closed-form solutions for the

coil deflection and the pressure pulse and noise level

within the coil are obtained with his method. These

are used to design new coil winding patterns so as to

reduce the acoustic noise. Sample results are shown

both for unshielded and shielded gradient coils.

Extensions of this model are indicated, although it is

suggested that the advantages of the present closed-

form solutions might then not be available, and fully

numerical solutions may be required instead.

3D gradient coils is other possibility to improve

the performance of gradient coils for ultra short MR

systems. The challenge is to reduce system length

while maintaining performance, e.g., to maintain ac-

ceptable linearity and uniformity over a large field of

view (FoV). Zhang et al. discusses the finding that

the shortest systems have forced a reappraisal of the

minimum requirements for shielded and unshielded

gradient coil system as the lower inductance, mini-

mum length coil, maximum efficiency and coil diam-

eter to be able for achieving greater region of linear-

ity and faster switching gradient coil to improve the

quality of the image (113). Shvartsman’s design of

short cylindrical gradient coils with 3D current ge-

ometry introduces the concept of a conical surface

for current flow, and does not require truncation of

the shield current density (24, 83).
Toroidal surfaces concept has been introduced by

Crozier and coworkers (114). This novel geometry is

based on previous work involving a 3D current den-

sity solution, in which the precise geometry of the

gradient coils was obtained as part of the optimiza-

tion process. Regularization is used to solve for the

toroidal current densities, where by the field error is

minimized in conjunction with the total power of the

coil. The utility of the third radial dimension can

potentially lead to additional novel and interesting

coil geometries to the toroidal structures. The method

has the added advantage of being semianalytical and

hence, fully tractable and computationally noninten-

sive, although it requires more work analyzing acous-

tic noise, peripheral nerve stimulation, and thermal

performance.

X. SUMMARY

The necessity to produce large, rapidly switched

magnetic field gradients has been a prerequisite for

looking at new methods for the design of gradient

coils that allow the implementation of many high-

speed imaging techniques as fMRI, diffusion, perfu-

sion, and cellular imaging. The perfect gradient coil

has not been built yet, but recent techniques have

allowed decreasing power consumption, inductance,

stored energy, heating, and resistance, improving the

ROI and SNR. The new approach is to build short

gradient coils that allow reduced scan time, improv-

ing the SNR.

The constant search for better gradients coils, with

different geometries is still the motivation to con-

tinue looking for new approaches, methods, techni-

ques, including the discovery of mathematical tools

that have not been explored yet. Compact magnets

for MRI is another source of motivation for finding

ultra short gradient coils.
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